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Abstract: Children’s health tourism market is a growing industry with some specific development issues. There
are debates even about the right definition and boundaries of this type of tourism, not to mention the absence
of a clear indication in the Russian legislation. It is a highly competitive market, with several prominent
destinations within Russia and near abroad competing for Russian tourists. This paper suggests a closer look
at some aspects of supply, choice motivation, pricing, development and strategy with regards to a number of
destinations in Russia, Ukraine, several countries of Eastern Europe and Asia. Some areas for further studies
and strategic considerations are suggested. 
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INTRODUCTION tourist product of 21 days at children’s health camps.

There are very few studies in Russia related to Sochi. Due to its climate, coastal location and highly
children’s health tourism, with several papers picking up specialized tourism sector, it’s a leading destination
marketing [1] and organizational [2] aspects of the for domestic tourists, with 23 children’s health camps
industry. This is in a sharp contrast with the significance in Anapa, 13 in Tuapse, 24 in Gelendgic, where 21
of that sector and monies spent by families. And growing day children’s health tourist products are priced from
international competition, due to technological and 1050 dollars.
transportation advancements, adds further significance to The Crimea alongside with the other southern
the subject. regions of the Ukraine is the closest substitute. In

the Crimea alone there are around 100 childern’s
MATERIALS AND METHODS health camps. With visa-free borders with Russia,

Comparing offers of health camps, booklets and are in a position to charge just 800 dollars for
brochures of travel agencies and tour operators. Literature standard 21 days, with local attractions’ fees being
review and comparative analysis. substantially cheaper than in Russia. 

Bulgarian and Turkish health camps’ competitive
RESULTS positions are becoming stronger, with a typical price

The current issues in children’s health tourism in balanced option, with 21-day tours costing on
Russia and competing destinations are summarized in the average 1350 dollars. The prices of health camps in
following paragraphs: Spain, France and Malta stay at around 1400 dollars

In Russia there are two major children’s health parents often prefer to send their children to Europe
tourism destinations. Moscow region, due its and Asia, as the prices for these resorts are often
centrality, is domestically competitive. The prices comparable to those in Moscow region. In addition,
typically vary from 800 to 1200 dollars for a standard in overseas resorts children have opportunities to

The other region is Krasnodar region, including

low local wages and and reasonable taxation, they

of staying around 1000 dollars. Greece is also a well-

for 21 days. And it’s a growing tendency that
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learn foreign languages and communicate with their CONCLUSION
peers from different countries. This extra cultural and
educational value substantially influences decision- The average price of staying at Russian health camps
making. is around 1100 dollars for 21 days, which is not a good
Major tourist operators in children’s tourism are value for money. Besides, demographic trends mean that
highly specialized companies working closely with competition in the sectors will inevitably increase in the
their sets of children’s health camps. They can be coming years. Only innovations, marketing and secondary
relied in their presentations and recommendations of attractions’ creation can minimize future loses of the
health camps. industry. Specific features of children’s tourism market
One of the crucial features of children’s health should be better defined and elaborated in order to
tourism is high price elasticity of consumers. During improve both academic and commercial research,
recessions families substantially cut back their specifically in strategic marketing.
spending. Robust marketing approaches are needed
to alleviate that cyclicity. REFERENCES
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the central aspect for studies can be the evolving
nature of children’s desires through different stages
– and how it can be used to suggest the most
relevant offerings [5].
The format of children’s health camps implies a
substantial pedagogical component. This area needs
a betterment of professional standards with modern
requirements. Many organizational principles and
techniques are outdated, making camps less
interesting [6].
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